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Tropical vacation tums out to be a gridiron disaster for the Golden Knights-p. 16
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College of Business to
offer new major in Fall
by DORIS B~LOODSWORTH
Staff writer

•

.•

Beginning fall 1996, the CollegeofBusiness Administration will
offer a new major - Management
Information Systems (MIS).
UCF's newest degree program will help prepare students for
the nearly one mi11ion job openings
expected during the next I 0 years in
that field.
MIS majors will be prepared
to:
•Identify opportunities to use
computing advantageously.
•Define problems which
might be solved by information systems.
•Design and develop computer-based information .systems.
•Train organization.al personnel in the use and operation of information systems.
Dr. ·Pamela Lewis, Chair of
the Management Department, said
the drive to offer the MIS major
cameinresponsetostudentdemand.
"We had to decide whether
we were going to do it right or not at
all," said Lewis. "And we decided
to do it right."
Lewis along with Dr. Will-

iam Leigh, Associate Professor in
Management, proposed the new
major to the Undergraduate Policy
and Curriculum Committee (UPC)
and received unanimous approval
last Tuesday.
The proposal submitted to the
committee explained the program
in the following way: "Programs in
MIS prepare individuals for careers
in organizational computing: These
organizations may be .in business,
government, health care, non-profit
or any sectors of our economy."
Two years ago, Leigh began
researching the prospect of having
an MIS major available at UCF.
Students asked for the major and
employers requested graduates with
an MIS degree.
According to a Department
: of Management report, 60 of the top
·MIS professionals in the Orlando
community advised UCF on the
current issues of information systems. Discussions identified the
implications for the MIS program
andUCF.
Ron Murphy, vice president
of information systems for CNL
Group, Inc., considers the new major a necessity. He said, "Working
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see NEW MAJOR, page 8

Senate off to
a rocky start

College friends
tell of life before
and after AIDS

by JOE CHABUS

by NICOLE KING

Staff writer

Contributing writer

Joel Goldman is HIV positive.
Six months after his doctor told him, he
called one of his oldest friends, T.J. Sullivan,
and broke the news.
"I don't think anyone knows what to
say at that moment. I was completely stunned,
and all I could do was ask if he was OK," said
T.J. "Then I did the man-thing and said
'Anything you need, you just let me know.'
After a few minutes., I made some excuse to
get off the phone and that's when I fell apart."
Soon after this exchange, T.J. and
Goldman, both experienced public speakers,
decided to team up and tour college campuses
across the nati9n to raise awareness of the
disease by sharing Joel's story. Their collaboration, "Friendship in the Age of AIDS" visited .UCF last Wednesday night at the Arena
to te11 of the deadly combination of sex and
alcohol that can lead to contracting the disease.
In 1981, Goldman began co11ege at
Indiana University, where he became active
see HUNGER, page 3

photo/SAGINARIO

Joel Goldman talks with students after his "Friendship in the Age of AIDS"
presentation last Wednesday night at the Arena.
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Only into its second session, the 28th
Student Government Senate has once again ·
become embroiled in controversy.
This time, a majority of senators voted
to adjourn its Thursday night meeting at 11
p.m. rather than continue discussing further
bi11s left on the schedule. The meeting was
adjourned with three bi11s left on the calendar- two money bills and one resolution.:
Both pieces oflegislation that failed to
be heard on the Senate floor because of the
early adjournment were funding bills on
second reading. The Student Physical
Therapy Association (SPTA) and the Consultants for EffectiveLeadership (CEL) were
the organizations effected.
Members of boih CEL and SPTA,
· who waited four hours to see their bill be
discussed on the senate floor, left in disbelief. Several senators used adjectives such as
disgusting, horrible and appalling when describing how they felt as fellow senat~~s
voted in support of an early adjournment to

see SENATE, page 8
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ALL CENTRAL FLORIDA
ASK ABOUT OUR
COLLEGE GRAD OR RRST -~ .STUDENTS QUALIFY FOR
TIME BUYER PROGRAMS! OUR EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT!
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SEE US FOR DETAILS
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I Simply fill out form below and FAX it in! Quick, Easy and No Obligation!
P.RINT
FULL
NAME

FIRST

MIDDLE

LAST

SOCIAL SECURITY

STREET

CITY

HOW LONG

ZIP

PRESENT
ADDRESS
NAME OF EMPLOYER

SALARY OR
DOLLARS AVAILABLE
WAGES PER MO. FOR .DOWN PAYMENT

'88 TOYOTA

Automatic
S Speed, Red, Low
Transmisaion, Air
Miles, 45K Miles
Conditionin,, Power
Per Gallon,
Steering, tereo!
Reliable!
{#KN693084)
(#M03036343)

CEUCA
COUPE

SSpeed
Transmission, Jijr
Conditionin~ Spoiler,
Stereo, ower
Staeringr(#J7104671)

53500 54500 54950
'91 TOYOTA

'93 MERCURY

COROLLA TRACER
4DOOR WAGON

Automatic
Air Conditioning,.
Transmission, Air
Stereo Power
Conditioning, Power Steering, Low Miles,
Extra Clean!
Steeri';Js Ve~
Sharp! (t 117 76)
(#MC115158)

'89 N•SSAN

24'0

SX-SE

Automatic
CD Playw, Poww
Tranllllislion, /ijr
Sunroof, Poww Windowl
Conditioning, Power & lockl, New 60 Serial
Steering, Stereo, Low
Tr11, Cruise Control!
Miles! (tPR630400)
(#KW01~99)

HOW LONG
--YRS.

MAKE/MODEL/YEAR
' OF TRADE IN

. .

'91 ISUZU

'94 TOYOTA

Automatic
Transmission, Jijr

'94MAZDA

'92 DODGE

MX-3
COUPE

CARAVAN

Teal Green,
Automatic Trans.,
Power Sunroof,

6 Cylinder, Air
Cond., Auto. Trans.,

You certify that this il')formation is complete & accurate.
You authorize an investigative consumer report as to your
mode of living. You have a right to make a written request
within a reasonable time for a disclosure of the nature &
scope investigation requested.

a

VEHICLE DESIRED
0NEW
ousED

CREDIT LINE REQUESTED

•
•

• I

' SJGNATURE

DATE

'89TOYOTA

COROLLA
DX
Auto!> AirtJ'wr
Steenng, loth
Seats, Stereo,
1 Of A Kind!
(#K3213235)

Automatic
Transmission, Air
Conditioning, Power
Windows & Locks, Fully
Serviced! (#K0078564)

Air ConditioninRi
Bedliner, Rebu1
Engine, Extra
Clean!
(#KUA89439)

5550 55850 55900

5

'94 FORD

ESCORT
LX

'91 TOYOTA

'90 FORD

CAMRY F-150 XLT
4DOOR PICKUP

Automatic
Automatic
Transmission, Air
Trana mission,
Conditioning, Power.
Power Windows,
Wiridows & locks,
Power Locks,
Stereo! (IRR110475) Stereo! (#MU370522)

56100 56700 57200 57300
TROOPER COROLLA
V-6
SEDAN

WORK PHONE NO.

I

•

HOME PHONE NO.

-YRS.

EMPLOYED J3Y
0SELF
OOTHER

.

BIRTHDAY
MOI DAY IYR

NUMBER

.

N~MBER

•

Air, Auto. Trana.,
Power Windows,
Locks & Steering,
Local Owner!
(#LNB16644)

~

5 Speed, Air
Conditioning,
Stereo, New Tires,
Sporty!
(#NE092379)

1'

8950 58950 59500 ..

5

SE

Sunroof, Alloy
Wheels, Sr.!iler,
Upgraded tereo,
Flawless!

'92 TOYOTA

'92 MAZDA

'95 NISSAN

CAMRY

MPV
V-6

ALTIMA
GXE

LE

Forest Green, Power
Sunroof, U~graded
Stereo, ower
Wind/Lks., Cruise!

Green, Power
Wirfdows, Power
Locks, Woodgrain
Dashboard!

•

•

:

'95 MAZDA

'95 MAZDA

'94 MAZDA

MX-6
COUPE

626

'95 MAZDA

MX-6
V-6

MPV
V-6

LX

Automatic Trans., Till' Steering, Cruise
Air Conditioning, Tilt, Control, Cassette,
Power Windows,
Power Windows,
Cruiu, Casaettel
Power Lockal
(#55334509)
(#55339634)

4800 Original Miles,
Factory Spoiler,
Power Sunroof,
A=Wheela!
(
105910)

Forest Green, Dual
Air Conditioning,
Power Windows,
Loaded!

'95 MAZDA

'93GMC

PROTEGE TYPHOON
LX
UTILITY VEHICLE
Black, leather,
Vehicle
W eels, Power
Windows & Locka,

srert
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New S.G. Senate having problems already
trom SENATE, page 1

•

•

~

•

•

the meeting.
"This senate should stil1 be in
session as long as there are students
here that require our funding and
our services," Senator Karen Barber said. "We have no business adjourning the senate because it's getting late. We were voted into office
to serve our students, not to serve
ourselves. If that means we are up
until 1p.m. tomakesurethatservice
is provided, then that's what we
have been voted into office to do."
Severai senators in support of
calling an early end to the meeting
said that the Senate was going to
have more funding bills to work
with that had not gone through the
proper process. According to Senator Kevin Koenig, the bills on the
calendar needed to be marked up
properly in the Organizations, Ap.propriations and Finance committee (OAF) before they came to the
Senate floor.
A funding bill for the Delta
Sigma Pi fraternity on second reading is what caused many to vote in
favor of an early adjournment. The
bill involved a complex allocation
of funds that would brake spending
policy. ·
Senator David Siegel said
some senators were not paying close
attention to what was going on, and
he feared that as debates on other

Goldman speaks to many who fall into the hardest hit age group: 20-44 yeatS-Old

bills continued, senators would start from AIDS, page 1
voting any which way.
Siegel believes that senators in many campus activities: student
were getting sick with the maneu- government, the orientation team,
veringoccurringon the senate floor, fraternitie~, and unfortunately, camand said he would rather see the pus partying.
Goldman said it didn't take
senate give each bill a fair hearing
and delay bills rather that have un- him long to realize that when he had
a few beers in him, he was much
fair results.
"These senators haven't gone more relaxed around women.
on the senate retreat yet, so we can't Throughout college and even a few
have inexperienced senators voting years after, Goldman continued to
on improperly prepared bills. Of the drink and be sexually careless.
''When I was drunk and saw a
organizations left on the calendar,
CEL doesn't need its money until cute girl, I wasn't thinking about
next month, so we have an entire protection," Goldman said. "All I
month, and the other organization was thinking about was her."
In 1984, Goldman became
doesn't need its money right away
either. We can make sure that these T.J. Sullivan's orientation leader.
T .J. remembers the first time
bills go through OAF and then come
· uponthesenatetloor,"Koenigsaid. they met. "When I first saw_
Senator Brian Glossman Goldman, he was standing at the
questioned what would happen bottom of the steps of a bus I had
when the senate has to vote on a been riqing for the last 28 hours. He
was all excited that I was there and
budget in the spring.
"What are these senators go- wanted to know my name and where
ing to do when we have to pass the I was from. He was pure pep, and I
budget, and we are here for five and was thinking to myself 'Get away
six hours in the evening and also from me, you Hoosier from hell.'
calling special meetings so the bud- Over time though, we formed a solid
get can be passed? We will have to · friendship."
Having known each other
pass a budget in the spring," said
Glossman. "Even though this is only for so long made it that much more
the second meeting, these senators difficult for TJ. to accept the news
need to learn that while they might of Goldman's illness. "I never in a
have tests. tomorrow, Senate is a mil1ion years thought that this could
priority you must consider as im- · happen to one of my friends, someone I knew. It really brought the
portant as grades."

problem of AIDS to the forefront
for me."
Goldman had been feeling ill
for about a year and in 1988, wentto
the doctor. At the doctor's suggestion",
he had an AIDS test It was negative.
"I was very relieved at the time and
didn't take another one because I was
unaware ofthe window period.This is
a period of time from three weeks to
six months that the HIV virus can not
be detected in an infected person."
Four years later, Goldman was
·still continually sick. His qoctor suggested a blood test, and the results
were positive. '1 was shocked when
the doctor first told me. All I could
think was that this was a bad dream
and that I would wake up at any
minute. And then I reaHzed that ·it
wasn't-thiswasreality.IhadAIDS."
Not wanting to make any major decisions concerning his life until
he was comfortable with the fact that
he had HIV, Goldman waited six
months before telling his friends or his
family. After those phone calls, he
made a list of his past sexual partners.
He came up with seven and called
each of them. ''Thank God that all
came back negative for the virus. I
know that there has been more than
seven women, butleithercan'tget in
touch with the others or remember
someofthem.lpraythatthey'reOK."
Goldman is HIV positive, however, he does not have full-blown
AIDS yet. His T-cell count is 400,

Coming Tuesday, OctoberJ,1st,

compared to a normal count of 1200.
Whenaninfected person'sT-cell count
drops below 200, they are considered
to have AIDS.
During the program, T.J. and
Goldman. reviewed the four ways to
contract ~he HIV virus .
9{.Jnprotectedsex-alwaysuse
a iatex condom because it is not porous like lambskin.
•Thesharingof needles-after
alcohol and marijuana, steroids is the
third most common drug on college
campuses and to abuse them requires
a needle.
•Blood transfusions - I in
400,000 ·people are infected from
tainted blood transfusions due to the
window period before they started
testing for HIV.
•From mother to unborn child
-ifaninfectedmotherisnotawareof
her condition and does not take precautionary steps, the baby's chances
of being infected during the delivery
are 30-40 percent.
At any given time, only 25
percent of people in the United States
are aware that they are infected with
the AIDS virus. It is the number one
killer of people from ages 20-44.
"One in two hundred and fifty
college students get the virus. This is
our generation's Vietnam. OneAmerican dies every fifteen minutes,"
Goldman said. ''If you've been careless in the past, get tested. Don't kid
yol}fself _-anyone can get AIDS."

1995

RECRUITM .ENT DAY
Stetson Univasity Schoot of L..w
Suffollc University L..w Sd.ool
Temple Univasity School of Law
Thundobird-Amerian Gr.duatc ScJ,ool of lntan.tional
Mifwsement

Appalachian State Univasity
S.ny University

Baylor Univasity
Boston Un~ty Sdtool of L..w
C.lifomia Sd.ool of Profasional Oaitist

Crummcr Gracfu,te Sdiool of Businas-Rollins Collqt
Culil1ilY Institute

Cumbaland Sdiool of L..w
~mory UnivasMy Sdiool of L..w
Florida State Univasity Sd.ool of L..w

WHERE: Student Center Green

e

....

TulaM l..tw Sdiool
Univasity of Daytona Sd.ool of Law
Univasity of Florid. College of Law
U. F. Urb.n &Regional Pl.,.ning
U.F. Mitority Rrlations
Univasity of Miami School of law
U. of M.-Graduate Business Sd.ool
Univasity of Missouri-Columbia
University of Orl1ndo School of L..w
University of Pennsylvania Sd.ool of Social Worlc
Univasity of South Florid.

w.fUat
W.shinston le Lu

University
Univasity School of Law

Western New England College-School of l..tw
50 SO FAR,

AND MORE TO COME...

TIME: 1 O:OOam - 2:00pm

For Further information, contact the Career Resource Center, Administration Building room 124, phone number 823-2361

e
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UCF creates a new major for Business Administration
Corporation Thursday. ''Businesses
know that you have to have a business background along with the infonnation systems," Dixon said.
Another UCF student, Vince
Santamaria, aseniorfrom West Palm
Beach, considers MIS the hot degree program, due to the job opportunities. He and other MIS students
use the campus Managementlnformation Systems Association as a
way to network with other MIS
students and professio!lillS in the
business community.
Lewis said the Department of
Management continues to enlist
business partnerships for the benefit
of MIS students. "We take pride in
our strategy of working with the
professionals who will hire our students," she said.
MIS professionals will continue to partner with UCF Business
by helping with group tours and
workshops, workingtotailorcourses
to business needs·and providing in-

from MAJOR, page 1

with computers for the last 25 years,
the need to know how infonnation
systems is an integral part of business and technology is essential."
Even so, gaining approval for
any new program in an era of budget
cutbacks and program reductions is
significant. Lewis emphasized that
the new major will require no new
resources and that current faculty
and systems are already in place to
facilitate the MIS major. The proposal also states this will be a major
"U Can Finish."
Someoftheotherfactorsoutlined by Lewis to the lWC Committee included:
•All courses are already approved and in the catalog.
•Student demand for the program is strong. Currently about 75
students complete this program as a
management major with a concentration in information systems.
•Employment prospects are
very positive.
•All but one of the other state
universities already offer this major.
Donna Dixon, a senior management major minoring in information systems, feels having the
new major will be an asset to graduates seeking employment. She said
many students currently list MIS as
their degree on job applications, already.
Dixon, who also holds a
chemistry degree: intends to graduate in December. She interviewed
for an MIS position with the Harris

Required Courses-Take all
(18 hours)
•ISM 3005 MIS Tech-

ni~ues

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177
We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!
IN ADDmON TO BEAUTIFUL

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Brldal Consultations

(ATTENTION)

1

•The Best Buddies Book
Blowout will take place the
week of Oct. 23. Books will
be collected at the Wild
Pizza from noon to 3 p.m.
each day. The books will
t4en be doniited to the
Orange County Public
Library System on Oct. 28,
Make A Difference Day.

I Buy 1 Cut Flower :
I
Get 1 Free
I
Of equal or Lesser Value

Iwith coupon. Expires 11/15 I
L _E~u~n~~s- _J Beat the Mid-Week Blues

take

KaP.lan andget
a higher score...

•The UCF Dive Club meets
Thursday Oct. 26 from 5-7
p.m. in SC214. Pizza and
cokes will be served.
Upcoming dives and the
group's agenda will be
discussed.

Classes starting soon - call now!

1

Marines
I

Tbehw. Tbe Proad. Tbe MllriDa. MARINE OFFICER

Visit Captain Merchant outside the Libraf}j
October 30-31, 1995, 10:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. or
call toll free 1-800-432-2061.

•ISM 4113 Infonnation
Systems Analysis and Design
•ISM 4130 Infonnation
Systems Implementation
•ISM 4212 Database Management Systems
•ISM 4220 Distributed Information Systems
•ISM 4xxx Information
Technology Management
Elective Courses- Take
three (9 hours)
•ISM 4090 Seminar in
MIS
•ISM 4941 Internship in.
MIS
•MAN 4240 Organizations: Theory and Behavior
•MAN 4540 Management
Science and Decision Support
•MAN 4595 ComputerBased Operations Management

UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

,--------,
FREE

'

i Course Requirements for
Prol>osed Major in MIS (27 hours)

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR AL~ YOUR FLORAL NEEDS

• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFfS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFf BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

c.

tem~hips.

~-----------

FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE

•

li4V- ~ \~ ~....

• Copies of "Quiz Yourself
on Credit" are available
through Consumer Education Credit Counseling
offices. For your nearest
office please call 1 (800)
388-2227, or the
HELPLINE at 1 (800) 6644435.

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question.
--

1

_J

I

•
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Notes from Student Govemment
Continuing with Hispanic
Awareness month, Edward James
Olmos wil1 be speaking at the UCF
Arena on Friday, October 27 at 7:00
All right, UCF. Get ex- p.m.Admissionisfreewithacanned
cited for Homecoming - only one · food item. He will be speaking on
weekaway! Student Government is motivation. This is a powerful prebusy preparing for Homecoming as sentation that you don' t want to
well as · planning a host of other miss. Get motivated and attend!
student activities. Have you heard
This past weekend was
about Reggae Sunsplash? It is the Senate retreat and Judicial retreat
first year that we are bringing this which focused on team-building and
event to UCF. The day is fi11ed with cohesion. They brought each branch
a lotofactivity !ind Caribbean-style out of its usual formal setting and
fun. Reggae Sunsplash will be held related on a relaxed level.
at Lake Claire on Sunday, October
Getting back to business, the
29. There will be four local reggae next Senate meeting is Thur.sday,
bands, including our very own Deja October26at7:00p.m. in the UDR.
and a variety of vendors that range This meeting is extremely imporfrom Caribbean cuisine to clothing. tant because the President ProMake plans to attend now for this Tempore will be elected. The runpre-Homecoming kickoff concert. off is between Senator Mike Hess
Another event thatSGA is and Senator John Turner. These
proud to bring you its Breakout with meetings are open to students, and I
the Dean. For the College of Busi- highly encourage you to attend. It is
ness, this event is on Wednesday, a great way to learn about the Senate
October 25. Dean Huseman will be and how the legislative branch opoutside the Business Administra- erates.
tion building (he' II be the one in the
Do you recall all of the
chef hat) from 11 a.m. - I :00 p.m. ii:iformation on the proposed finanserving refreshments (lnd chatting cial aid cuts? Well, there is more!
with his students. Take this oppor- SGA has taken its lobbying efforts a
tunity to meet Dean Huseman out of step further. Financial Aid Cuts
the office! Also, College of Arts and Awareness week is happening right
Sciences and Health and Public now. We have launcl)ed a campusAffairs, watch for your event. It's wide campaign to make our Senacoming soon!
tors and Congressmen aware of our
by MELISSA M. LAWRENCE

Director of Communications/Public
Relations

•

•

•

position. All students should have
received an "Open Letter to Congress" in their campus mailbox or
around campus. It is extremely important that you fi11 this out and take
a stand. This affects you!
On another political note,
UCF' s Student Government has recently joined NASHE, the National
Association for Students on Higher
Education. This is our lobbying arm
in Washington, D.C., where FSA is
our lobbying voice. This organization is brand new and your SGA
helped to found it! NASHE wi11
help to make UCF's voice is heard
in all national issues. SGA is proud
to be a part of such an organization.
I'd like to end this
we~k with an open invitation
for'everyone to stop by the SGA
offices and visit. President
Miguel Torregrosa and Vice
President Fran~ Amoros want
you to know th_llt they are here
for your benefit! "Opening
Doors to Your Future" is not
simply the motto of SGA, it is
the Attitude! Come in and tell
us something new! We are located in the Student ·Center,
room 155. Also, for all the Web
surfers out there, if you have
any questions concerning SGA,
feel free to write us on E-mail.
The
SGA
account
is
sga@pegasus.cc-. ucf.edu.

The Reggae Sunsplash will take place on Oct. 29 at Lake Claire(near Greek Row.) Deja, Exodus,
Emphasis. and Carrihean Explosion will perform. The hands will start at noon and should play until 7 p.m.
Parking and admission arc free. Proceeds from vending sales will he donated to UCF cluhs such as Carrihcan
Students Association and Hispanic American Students Association.

<8~ .
~
e~~ev
~
......_.pizzeria J_
.
.282-0505

$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
·w/ valid student ID
Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Deliver!

25¢ Wingsr
Mo-nday - Friday 11 - 5
All Day and Night Saturday

This week's CAB events are more µnderground than
yo~r brother's garage t?and ...

and they sound ~ lot better too.
Tuesday Oct.24
Wednesday Oct.25
Tuesday Knight Live
Movie: Rocky.Horror
Pablo Francisco (Comedy) Picture Show SCA 8:00 p.m.
SAC 8:00 p.m. .
Monday Oct.30
Tuesday Oct.31
Homeco1Ding
TKL Outdoor Movie: First Knight
Games on the
Reflection Pond 8:00 p.m.
Green 10:00 p.m.

Friday Oct.27
HASA/CAB Speaker:
Edward James Olmos
UCF Arena 7:00 p.m.

Sunday Oct.29
Movie:Interview With
a Vampire SAC
6:30 & 9:00 p.m.

Upcoming Spring Break Ski Trip!
More Info. 823 - 6471
Winter Park, Colorado .
Call Jean Holt at 823-6471 lf>uNM!!f'!OPCD!m.y.FumpA

ti')

°'

~
.....

8

The Campus Activities Board
Student Government Association
and
The Hispanic American Student Association ·
presents
t

-

-

Edward-:." ames Olmos
·UCF Arena
. October 27, t 995
7:00 P.M.
University of Central Florida
Free Admission With Canned Food Item
for information call
(407) 823~M7t or (407) 823-2716

•
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Club Info

Classified

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
11 am PH 115 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438

Student Rep- Market Compact
Discs Cassettes. Work part time
earn full time. 407-35 l-4022

Wanted
Female for filing, good transportation, boy for odd jobs for medical
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
office. For info call
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social _
Amira at 647-4325
Works Trailer room 101.
Everyone is welcome.
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500
Info: 657-0614
per week assembling products at

home. No experience. Info 1UCF Cricket Club for info 568504-646-1700 DEPT. FJ:.307
1495 - Join now to play in Central • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i
Florida Cricket League-Chris
Phone RepsPersad
Full or part time. Don't let your
education be the only item on
POETS, NOVELISTS
your resume. Work for a fortune
SCREENWRITERS
500 company and start building
Writer's Workshop meets every
your career today. You.can be a
Tuesday 4 pm, HFA 305B
full time student and still work
All are welcome.
for NORRELL Services at our
For more info: Michael 857-9876
newest telecenter. We offer
$7.00/hr. base salary plus
monthly bonus, paid training,
paid vacation and service b9nus!
This is a professional working
Creative Business Opportunity
environment. Benefits available.
earn income working.at home.
Call Troy today for an immediSend $1.00 & SASE to Opportuniate interview! 384-8549
ties 12076 Descartes Ct. Orlando, 1-'"-------------tGood money/ fun atmosphere
. Fl 32826 ,
New sports bar opening across the
streel from UCF in UC7 plaza.
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100 Looking for bartenders, waitresses
your/ 1st week increase
and c0oks. Accepting applications
expotentially from there. PT/Ff. on October 29 at 12233 University
Have been booking travel for
Blvd. For more info. call 290-2964
several fortune 500 companies:
Earn $500 wk + Bonuses
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and CocaFast growing art co. seeks
Cola. This is the most rock solid
motivated people to earn big
opportunity you're going to find.
dollars part time.
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436
240- 1091

Help Wanted

Hello ...
IF I could show you a way to
eliminate your long distance bill
whhout changing your carrier,
would you be interested? IF I
could show you a way to earn
$200. to $3,000. weekly, by
sharing with others how to
eliminate their long distance bill,
would you be interested? IF you
answered yes to any of these
questions then you need to take a
minute and call for more
information. ·
Ca11 "James" at L-800-715-8313

Olympic bench set w/ 450 lbs.iron, bar, collar $75 obo Call
275-7924
14K gold jewelry below retail!
Great holiday gifts! Buy now
and save on l OOO's of brand new
sol id chains/charms/bracelets/
engagement rings/tennis
bracelets/Ca]) 620-6187 Trade in
unwanted gold or have it
repaired/ Call 657-6533

GREAT JOBS & .G REAT PAY ·..
Immediate Openings For:
* Clerical/Administrative
* Legal Services
* Secretary/Receptionist
*Data Entry
* Acct/Bookkeeping
* Telemarketing

i>ho.nc · 1irifa Custom Staffing,_ Inc~

' 667-8755

~

PLACEMENT SERVICES
***** Never A Fee *****

FREE MONE~ FOR COL.L.EC1E

Billions to be claimed
All students qualify
$350 guaranteed
for a nominal processing fee

..-

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973
- - - - -:- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -

Golf Clubs
Wilson T2000- Full set w/bag ·
& extras. Like new."$150
Call 27371424

Inside sales repsWork for a leader in the telecommunications field and one of
Orlando's top ten companies! This
is an inside sales position in a
business to business environment.
Program hours are 8 am to 4:30
pm Mon.-Fri., no weekends.
Opportunity for advancement into
Quality Assurance, Super-vision
and Management. Call Troy at
NORRELL services TODAY!!
384-8549
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Never used wrapped 4 486DX2
80MHZ 4MB RAM 420MB HDD
l.44MB Floppy, VLB Local Bus
!MB.of video RAM, 14" svga .28
monitor 2x CD-ROM l 6BIT
Sound card Win 3.11 ,,Dos,
Encyclo, Garnes, Must sell $1200
CAJl 678-0180
Pitbull pups 4 sale UBrimdle 3
Brown 200ea Call Mark 282-2557

Guy's want to talk?
we· want to listen!
Call Jive girls now! 24 hrs.
1-900-378-2500 Ext. 6258
$3.99 mi fr 18+·serv~ 619~645
..
8434
NHL NFL NBA
Score points trivia game 24 hrs
Call 1-900-388-2700 Ext 9055
$2.99 min 18+ servu 619-6458434

Soap opera preview & review
24 hr news on all day/eve soaps
1-900-388-2700 Ext 9053 $2.99
min 18+ servu 619-645-8.434
Licensed Massage Therapist

Serta king bed, glass coffee table, .
27" Magnavox TV-cabinet policy,
white wicker end table exc. cond.
(407)380-7470

Autos
Lexus ES250 1990 76K new
engine all options Call Mike or
Tony 273-4020 asking 11,900
OBO
Honda Civic LX '85 1500 12
valve Sap 2dr runs excellent must
sell $1200. Please call 678-0180

KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
. Meet the girl or guy
of your dreams now! 24 hrs
Leave or retrieve messages of
attractive singles in your area 1900-255-8585 Ext 5982 $2.99
min 18+ servu 619-645-8484

.Yi_ Price[ess

(jift - - -

Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896- 7575
for information.

URLANDU UUTDUURS
'·. SUPPiies

The Family
Camping

For The
Alhienturous

Store

exalorer

• ' , Discount

Mon-Sat

w/ this ad!

9am-7pm

U:C.F. senior Michelle Miller,
L.M.T., is offering therapeutic
and relaxational professional
massage at a special discount rate
for U.C.F. students, faculty and
staff of $25 per one hour session.
Call for an appointment.
623-9544
MM0013520
Put your picture on your resume.
Resume service. 679-9344
Resumes written and printed nine
years exp. in Human resources and
career consulting 677-9323
Knight Time
The student guide to saving
coming soon

Christian-male 30-something
Black 5'9 170 lbs. N/S N/D no
couch-potato. Like sports, music
and fun. Seeks White/I-lisp
girlfriend 20-40 for LTR possible
ma1Tiage 869-568 l or beeper 6459176

Other
Sally's special limited program for
students and residents. Call Walter
297-8400.

FUN EASY EXERCISE
Send $2 to Juggling the World PO
Box 4212 WP 32793

Come sell ads ·
for The
Central
Florida Future

-,

381.- 7977 8526 East Colo.nial Dr. • Orludo, R 32807
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -

Classified Advertising Form

Pl~'::;:~c1<oneot;,':,!:~'°wmg'_carP001
_ For Sale
~Singles

-~---~------------------------

------------------------------·

_Services
_ Tutors

_ Autos
_ Roommates

_Greekcomer
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

_ Cash _Check Anwunt $ _____________________
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) - - - - - - - - - RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters. count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.
Name, address, and phone (required):
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In Coming Issues:
O Dan Griffi.n responds to ·
Joseph Nadeau, iri defense of
Liberalism.
t

O David Swartz, a little twist with another award-winning
humor column - isn't he great?
O Pat Fox, Th~ Opinion Editor,
about the sex Offending priest.

o

More letters to the editor keep them coming!

The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters and articles~ Submissions may be brought to
our offices on disk, Faxedto 823-9495, or E-mailed
to the editor at patfox@eWorld.com. Call for details. Call now. Call often.

cJAiral Florida Future
Office Location

UCF
DD

D

D
D
Burger
King ·

A warning to Halloween pranksters
This article is to warn all of the people who
enjoy puiling pranks at Halloween -you can go
to jail for egging ahq~se.
It was a Tuesday night in Ft. Pierce, Florida.
Ellen, theoldestofour group, had recently quit her
job at a service station. She explained to us how her
boss had taken money weekly from her paycheck
for shortages incurred. She knew that she was
being taken advantage of but could not prove it. ~~~~~~~~~
· Afterpartyingallday, wedecidedthe·onlywaytoget
them for a while they didn't seem to be frightening. One of
even with Ellen's boss was to egg her house. (Later, while themevenplaitedmywind-blownhair,thentiedtheendswith
sitting iri the holding cell, they remembered it was me who had tiny tom sheet material.
°Just afterourfabulous breakfast, the metal door buzzed
come up with the eminent idea.) We went to the local supermarket and bought four dozen eggs. On the way to our victims and the guard ordered me to come with her. I was taken to a
house, Cindy, playing her innocent role, said, "I don't think room where my mother and a very large police officer were
this is a good idea. We could get in a lot of trouble."
waiting. Entering the room, my i:nother looked at my hair and
"Please!" I finnly replied. "How could
said, "It looks as if you are fitting in well
we possibly get in a lot of trouble, we're.only
here."Theofficerwasafriendofmyparents.
egging a house." Debbie, who was the wild one
He gave me a long lecture about picking the
out of the group, laughed and said, "Lets do it."
sortofpeopleihangaround. After an hour of
.
It was about 10:00 p.m. We parked the
jail house torture, I was set free on my own
car a block away and walked inconspicuously to
recognizance. In the judicial worldthat meant
thehouse.Thelightswereonandthereappeared
I signed a record committing myself to apto be a party in progress. "Listen," Ellerr said,
my
pear in court. My friends actually had to pay
"We can't just bomb the house, because they
ly
a bail bondsman to get tliem out.
will hearus~Let's gently smash the eggs ag@,inst
nn
A week later we appeared in court.
the wall." Sh~hadagreatidea, butitdidn't work
Judge Tye asked us to line up in front ofh.im
that way. We BOMBED! Someone yelled,
so he could sentence us together. He studied
"Alana- get the car." As soon as i pulled up to
I
us for a moment then looked at Debbie and
gather my posse, four city police cars sur- .
asked, "How do you plea?" "Not guilty," she
rounded me.
proudly replied. Judge Tye leaned forward
I was yanked from the car and thrown against it. and softly said, "No contest." Debbie spoke a little lou~er and
Someone was pushing my throat firmly against the roof while repeated, "Not guilty."
handcuffing me. I remember thinking, do they think we killed
"No contest," he said with a rigid look. Standing n.ext
someoqe? I wanted to ask but I was practically in shock.
in line, I elbowed Debbie and whispered, "Say 'no contest."'
Ellen was brought to the police car next. She was She finally broke down and took the inside advice from Judge
. yelling at the officers not to hurt Cindy. Cindy was crying and Tye. The rest of us quickly followed with the advice and gave
shaking. She looked as if she were going to faint. Ellen our no contest pleas. Next came the sentencing. "Since you all
continued verbally assaulting the officers. Debbie·almost got plea no contest, Isentenceyou to IO days in county jail !"When
away. She had dodged into the darkness but was retrieved.
the mallet slammed down on the Juc;lge' s bench lfelt my heart
.Arriving at the city jail, we were fingerprinted, booked fall to my stomach. He then smiled and said, "I'm going to
and given.our blues and shoes. (Jail house talk for the clothing suspend that sentence and give you 90 days probation."
worn while incarcerated.) Around I a.m. we were taken to our
During the next three months we had to regularly visit
cell. Ellen and I went with one guard while Cindy and Debbie our probation officer and pay him $'30.00 a visit. We also had
went with another.
to wash the victim's house.
The enonnous metal door buzzed, and we were led into
I suppose the moral of this story is, sometimes police
the dark muggy cell. The last words of the guard were, "There officers have a boring night and they tend to look for things to
is only one bunk left so one of you have to sleep on the floor." heighten their evening. Do not get caught with empty egg
Ellen and I quickly agreed to share the single bunk. Somehow cartons in your possession. You could be branded a criminal!
I was hoping the other inmates hadn't noticed our arrival.
I look at this episode as an experience. I am not ashamed
Suddenly a head appeared from the top bunk saying, "What of it and never will be. We were only having a little fun.
y'all in here for?" Ellen quickly said, "Beating up a cop." However, there are a few setbacks that come with having a
Wow, good answer, I thought.
record. In order to be accepted into UCF I had to admit I had
The next morning I was awakened by a woman scream- been arrested and explain why. Also, anytime you change jobs
ing in the cell next to us.I wanted to cry, but my mood changed they ask that dreaded question. Luckily, I have been at the
instantly when I remembered how women are treated in prison same job for I 0 years. And last, if you ever become famous,
if they're wimpy (like in the movies). The three women in the someone will dig up your mug shot and plaster it all over the
cell with us had been there for a long time. After talking to tabloids.
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Pick a major or get out Racism is racism, and it's very ugly

e

Let's talk, you and I, about
race relations, particularly those
:::~:~: ::~::::
between blacks and whites. We
ought to examine them, considering
what transpired in the wake of the
O.J. Simpson trial, and in the conto decide after their first semester in troversy surrounding the Million
on D'Souza's book, Wray Herbert
college. If they do not decide, it Man March.
writes, "[The] dominant black culwould then mean good-bye.
We are seei n.g a barometer of love, not hate. Black supremacy, he ture of hard work, family solidarity,
During my orientation for American race relations after the orn::e said, would be as evil as white middle-class dreams, church and
transfer students when they spilt us 1992 Los Angeles riots. According supremacy. Malcolm X C}dvocated biblical values has been completely
up into groups, one of the largest to a USA Today survey, 74 percent Islam for black Americans. The te- severed from another black culture
groups were the undecided students. of Americans polled think that the nets of this religion included self- that is a social and cultural wreck,"
I cannot understand how, after two verdict hurt race relations. Perhaps respect, respect for others and soli- in other words, the black underclass
years of community college, some- a "guilty" verdict would have made darity - all virtues of the highest in the inner city.
one could still be undecided. They them even worse; there was specuThis underclass is roughly as
are wasting their time as well as lation that a riot might have broken
large as the white one, and both are
their money. Not to out. .Race just continues to be a
inundated with intractable problems.
mention that they are complex, hot-button issue.
Add to this the distrust that still
filling up seats in
As far as I understand it,
raises barriers between people.
over-loaded classes whites seem to feel that racism is not
We have made progress. Aland sucking up park- widespread, that civil rights laws
though racism persists, it is no longer
ing space.
and affirmative action have leveled
the omnipresent specter of terror
Pic'k some- the playing field for black Ameri- order. The problem was that Mr. X and murder that it once was. Civil
thing or get out!
cans. The underlying sentiment first endorsed black supremacy. rights laws and their enforcement
Up
Why should among many blacks is that perva- Fortunately, a pilgrimage to Mecca have ended the nightmarish apartUCFbefilled up with sive racism has stacked the deck enabled him to embrace the abso- heid of decades past. There is a
slackers? Registra- against them, espeeially in the court lute truth that all human beings are sizable black middle class. Clarence
Of tion is difficult system.
equal in God's sight.
Thomas sits iii the Supreme Court.
enough without all
None of this is conducive to
I urge you to read The End of A black American is now contemthese undecided stu- es~ablishing true justice or to getting Racism by conservative scholar plating the presidency. And here, on
dents filling up all along in the' 90s. Sadly, this is where Dinesh D'Souza. He gives voice to campus, I see blacks, whites, Histhe introductory classes, hoping to we are, evel!. after all the history we what many people know: A person's panics, Asians and people of mixed
find something that interests them. have been through. The civil rights parents, environment and back- races. simply interacting as people. ·
Another way to solve UCF's cornerstones set in the 1960s have ground make or break that person.
Yes, progress.
parking problems is to suspend in- seemingly crumbled and become D'Souza states that the discri~ina- -·Despite what incurable leftdefinitely any student who has graffiti-stained with racial epithets, tion that exists now is called "ratio- ists and pessimists would want us to
changed theirmajormore than three accusations of "reverse racism," nal discrimination," which is best believe, racism is not as American
times. The 'three strikes and your persecution complexes and hyper- defined by examples. A black who as apple pie; fighting racism is. Inout' policy would keep students from sensitivity.
avoids walking or driving into a stead of furthering the leftist preocfilling up classes, as well as free up
In my book, there is no "re- poor white neighborhood in theDeep cupation ,with the c.ollective group,
some parking.
verse racism," only racism. It is Southispracticingrationaldiscrimi- our focus should continue to be on
I will admit that I have wrong, unfair and destructive, nation. A white who avoids driving the individual. There are dreams,
changed my major three times. whether it is championed by David .into a poor black neighborhood is opportunities and hopes for indiBut I am the one solving our park- Duke m Louis Farrakhan ..Bigotry · practicing rational ·discri!.!1ihation. viduals.
ingproblem,solclaim.exception. always hurts someone, no matter Thesepeopledonotnecessarilyhave
Fight political correctness,·
As harsh as these policies may who the bigot is.
racism and multiculturalism, and
' any racist bones in their bodies.
seem, they would help, even if it
Martin Luther" King Jr. had · ·
I believe tfiat rritictfof black fight them hard. This is America.
means fewer students attending the right idea. He said to j1,1dge by ' America is struggling to find itself. Either everybody is free, or nobody
UCF.
character, not color. To act out of In a September 18 U.S. News article is free.
;.:.

The solution to UCF's parking problems came to me, maybe
because of the hypnotic trance that I
was in, which was caused. by the
contemplation of the recent demise
of a long relationship. Or maybe it
was the heat in my car, because the
airconditionerhad just broken while
waitingforaspaceintheparkinglot
behind the Education building.
I arrived at
about 9:30 a.m. on
Monday, hoping I
could find aspot, run

Fight political
correctness, racism
and multiculturalism,
and fight them hard.

Undecided
students are filling
seals .
up
1n overto class and ~aybe loaded Classes
be only 15 mmutes
late for my Ad- and SUC/cing
vanced Expository
,..1,:
Writing class that
pa11ung space.
hadalreadybegun.I Pick something
thought, "No prop!em." I would park
get Out!

and run over to the
Education building in time to turn in
my paper. Well, 15 minutes turned
into 30. As I drove around the parking lots all over UCF looking for a
spot, my a.c. broke. Driving around
thinking about what else could go
wrong this week, I gave up. I finally
found a spot in a sand lot, but I was
too late for my 9:30 a.m. class. So, I
satinmyhotcarcontemplatingwhy
my girlfriend wants to see other
guys, why my a.c. broke and when
I could turn my paper in.
It came to me as a cloud of
dust from a delivery truck speeding
down the road filled my open windows. There will be more parking
spaces if all undecided majors had

How to interpret GOP tax cuts·

..

..

Have you heard about that
wonderful tax break the Republicans want to give YOU?
Highlights of the tax proposal
scheduled for action this week by
the Senate Finance Committee were
covered by arecentAPreport, "Starting Jan. I, 1996, a $500-per-child
credit would go to single parents
earning up to $7.fi,000 and couples
earning up to $110,000. Eligibility
for a partial credit would be extendedabovethose limits by $20,000
for every child iry the family."
The proposed tax cut package. which also ·includes a capital
gains tax cut, and estate tax cuts will
costan'~timated $245 billion. Well,
that's one way to balance the budget, isn't it?
If you're anything like me,
having not ever seen numbers that
big anywhere in the vicinity of my
tax returns, then this wide assortmentof zeros may not strike a familiar chord. With that in mind, I'd first
like to say that any single parent

making $75,000 per year doesn't
NEED a $500 tax break for a child,
and certainly a couple making
$110,000 doesn't. Secondly, allow
me to indulge your sense of balanced check books for a moment
and put this in perspective for you.
1ust for a few minutes, Jet me
pretend that I am a single parent
making $75,000 a year, and I have a
child. Let me tell you what I can do
with that kind of wage, after taxes,
and hey, I used a calculator, OK?
My monthly mortgage is
$800, which includes my taxes and
insurance. Unless the electric bill
runs much over $150 a month, I
don't think twice. Phone, around
$100.
The kid and I drive through
breakfast and lunch, and to balance
l
the nutritional values, I have. a budget of $30 per night for dinner. Oh,
did I not mention I have a part-time
Nanny? Yeah, she's great.I pay her
$250 a week for after-school time.
I have a really nice car. The
payrnentandinsurancerunsme$450
a month and even with all these

bills, I still have $150 a week in play
money - you know for gas, a new
shirt, pair of shoes for the kid.
Get the picture? Now what
am I going to do with that extra $500
. the Republicans want to give me?
Hey, I'm going to Disney Worldthree or four times.
Doesn'tsoundlikeyou?What
is the Republican tax break going to
do for you, you ask? Well hold on to
y-0ur seats, because they DO have a
. gift for you, too. They want to create
a tax credit worth UP TO 20 percent
of the interest paid on student loans.
In dollars and cents, well, that's not
very much.
The solution seems clear.
Drop out of school and have a kid.
You'll be better off tax-wise. Who
says the Republicans favor the rich?
Did I say that?
Oh, did I say something about
balancing the budget? Yeah, well,
the GOP plans to squeeze $270 bil-·
lion from Medicare over seven years.
Medicare's monthly PartB premium
of $46.10 would climb to $54 a
month in January, 1996. No wonder
they were complaining that the increase of $20 a month to Social
Security recipients was too much,
that leaves $7.90 extra!
Guess Grandma and Gramps
can save up for a year and buy a new
pair of pants. That explains it.

for Hope. Each organization gives
back to the community.
As for Mr. Ress Jar's comDear Editor,
ment that Greeks are "losers and
First of all, I am glad to see hollow beings," let me name a few
that some Greeks responded to th~ fellow Greeks: Harry Truman,
"Greek bashing." AsaGreek,Idon't David Letterman and Ronald
understand why people are ignorant . Reagan, to name a few:Eighty-five
about Greek life. People bash the percent of the Fortune 500 execuGreeks withoutdoin'g research about tivesareGreek, asare25 U.S. Presi- ,
what they do or what they're about. dents. Members of Greek organizaLet's look at the Greek system at. tions have a higher graduation rate
UCF. We have 13Fraternities,seven than non-members. We as Greeks
Sororities, and seven National have been trying to get the "Animal
Panhellinic Organizations.
House" reputation out of America's
Now Greeks have been heads, but Greek b~hing articles
known to be "keg drainers," which don't help. Of course when Greeks
is not true. Yes, we know how to do something bad, it get's reported.
party and have fun, but we also give But when a fraternity raises I 0 tons
back to the community. It's a little of food for a charity, nobody hears
known fact that the Greeks as a about that.
whole, last year logged in 16,000
I'm not saying Greeks are bethours of community service in the terthan non-Greeks, but we are people,
UCF community. Also, a lot of the too. I'm not against non-Greeks either.
Greek organizations at UCF have Some of my best friends at UCF are not
their p~ilanthropies that give to the Greek. I am tired of hearing the ignocommunity. For example, Sigma rance. Whoistojudgewhatfriendships
Phi Epsilon raises money for Ameri- are trivial and which are not?!
can Heart Assoc., Lambda Chi AlIf you don't know about Greek
pha raises 22,000 pounds of food life, come hang out with us or better yet
for Second Harvest Food Bank, RUSH!Butifyoudon'tknowaboutus
Sigma Chi raises money for and feel thatyoumustopen yourmouth,
Children's Miracle Network, and go do some research first!
Tri Delta raises money with Hoops
Jeff Mayer
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the crossword still lives on . . . F-1
an american plan ... F-2
step .back and rewind . .. F-4
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THE Crossword
ACROSS

•

I Smelting residue
5 Factory
10"-and
Circumstance"
14 Easy gait
15 Speeder's
undoing
16 Nautical word
17 Similar
18 In a huff
19 Enclosures
20 Obligatory
22 Dele
24 Poker stake
25 River in Belgium
26 Petula and
Ramsey
29 Outcome
33 Capacious
34 To pieces
37 -Marie Saint
38 Land area
39 Dish
40 Acrobatic feat
41 Dolly
42 Banded equine
43 Lying with face
downward
44 Kind of piano
46 Scheduled
47Altar end
49 Group of nations
50 Reduce the
worth of
53 Raffle

57 Smell
58 Direction
indicator
60 Iris layer
61 Sedaka or
Simon
62Duck
63 Quantity of
. paper
64 Warhol or
Williams
65 Gung ho
66 Ceases

46 More leisurely
48 - incognita
49 Fellow, British
style
50 Spanish lady
51 Perfect place
52 Vacuum
54 Regular
55 Look at books
56 Edible tubers
59 Gossipy
newspaper

30Bondman
31 Offleecy oeasts
32 Recorded
34 Priest's
vestment
35 Standard
360ne-time
39 Convince
40 Break
42 Ardor
43 Scheme
45 Annual

The Answers

DOWN
1 Concrete piece
2 Norse god
3 As neat as4 French Cop
5 Publishes
6 Massive
7 Place in
Oklahoma
8 Dapper
9 "-Island"
10 Journals
I I Edible spread
I2 Eatery item
13 Nui~ance
2I Black
23 Retained
26 Make confined
27 Limited
28 Great artery
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"I want my two dollars ... cash"
-that paperboy kid
Better Off Dead

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
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Until Robots replace Humans
...your plasma will always be needed

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide i.ntravenous
fluid for burns,
surgery, or
treatment of illness
'

l

"We will compensate you tor your time when giving the gift of lite"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL

. .~-**BEGINNING FRIDAY,, OCTOBER 20th**
WE WILL GIVE 20% OFF ANY PURCHASE TO
ANYONE DONATING A NON-PERISHABLE FOOD
. ITEM. DONATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL
DECEMBER 31, 1995.
*OFFER NOT VALID WITH ALREADY D1SCOUNTED MERCHANDISE*

I

FQOD DRIVE BENEFITS ORLANDO UNION
RESCUE MISSION

I

12140 COLLEGIATE WAY; ORLANDO, FL 32817
(407)-382· 1617
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TREATS FOR
ALL TRICKSTERS ! !
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31st

Slacker, Brady Lessard,
Teaches College 101
to Get a Job You're Not
Qualified For, can also help
students. "I was reading in
the Wall Street Journal the
I was interested and a little
other day that about 90 perkeptical upon meeting Brady
cent of corporate interviewssard, author of Your Guide to
ers have no interest in what
Lide: The Slackers Guide to Colour degree is, your GPA or
ege. Lessard, 23, lives in Sanford,
your class rank. What
. He was the presidentofLoyala
they're interested in is
niversity's Pi Kappa Theta fraterwhether you can tum a profit
ity and loves the National Geofor their company. They
crraphic Trials of life videos. He
eems like an ordinary guy. So what Lessard, 23, has written Your Guide make that decision in the
·she going to teach me about getting to Slide for lazy students and has two interview. So, I spoke with
hrough co11ege.
more sequels on the way.
. the hiring executives of
Quite a Jot.
some J:'ortune 500 companies. The
This guy has done his homeLessard wrote Your Guide to book gives some helpful tips on the
ork and knows of what he speaks. Slid~ for the people who feel they intervfow process."
"The Puritan work ethic does need to go to college to be prepared
As a believer in the idea that
ot apply nowadays_," says Lessard, for the work force. He wants to get colleges do not prepare you for the
ho has labeled himself a slacker students the degrees they feel they work force, Lessard wrote the secis whole life. "You have to work need as quickly and cheaply as pos- ond sequel, How to Make a Million
marter not harder. If you don't work sible. When you stay in college that in Bed. He tells us that "when you 're
marter, you're doomed to a life of fifth or sixth year, colleges gain work;ing a 9 to 5 job, you're conediocrity."
$20,000 to $50,000 in revenue. stantly working to make a $1000
Lessard wai:its to help us avoid this mortgage or a $300 car payment.
scam.
You're constantly in the grind." He
The self-acclaimed slacker wrote Million. in Bed to tell us how
has managed to beat the scam. Book to create our home businesses, to get
us out "the grind."
s al~s are going well enough that he
After reading Your Guide to
"hasn ' t had to get a real job in 18
months." He has also bought two Slide, I can honestly endorse it as a
historic houses in Sanford that he helpful stepping stone in speeding
plans to restore. In addition, Lessard up the "college process." This is an
is also scheduled to appear on· the especially useful book forfreshman
The George .and Alana Show to and sophomores because it contains
valuable tips that one usually gains
promote his book.
Lessard has written two se- with experience. Besides, it took a
·1 Brady Lessard says "he hasn't quels to Your Guide to Slide. He
slacker like me only 45 minutes to
had a real job in 18 months."
explains how the first sequel, How read.
y CINDY ELAVSKY

-;
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Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting yo~
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's®the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
So ~~ay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

©1995

sn:.:!z~=.':"

Each tablet contains 200 mg of caffeine, equal to about two cups of coffee. Use only as directed.
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The Central Florida Future in association with
Hollywood Pictures
presents

•

POWDER
The Central Florida Future will be giving out special
screening tickets and prizes this Wednesday, 10/25 ,
from 12pm-2prn on the green in front of the bookstore.
• Register to win special screening passes
• Vote in our movie poster contest
•Compete in our 'Moving Spoons Game'
Music will be provided by White Rose Productions!!!
This promotion is brought to you in part by
CAB
WHITE ROSE PRODUCTIONS
JUNGLE JIMS
Campus Activities Board
(407) 359-0653.
International Drive

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

RECENTL~

MORNINGSTAR CALLED
USCHEAP.
IT'S NOT EVERY DAY
YOU GET A COMPLIMENT
LIKETHAT.
A

ll financial companies charge operating fees
and expenses - some more than others. Of
course, the lo_w er th~ expenses you pay, the better.
That way more of your money goes where it should
~ towards buading a comfortable future.

We make low expenses a high priority.
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Because of our size and our exclusive focus on
serving the needs of educational and research
communities, TIAA-CREF's costs are among the
lowest in the insurance and mutual funds
industries. 1
In fact, Morningstar, Inc. _.:_ one of the nation's
leading sources of variable annuity and mutual fund
information - says, "Size isn't a constraint;
it ... enables CREF to realize a remarkable economy of
scale."2 According to Morningstar's data, CREF's
"minuscule" 0.31 % average fund .expense charge was
less than half that charged by comparable funds. 3
TIAA' s traditie'!lal annuity also charges no fees

aside from a very modest operating expense of 114 of
1% of annuity assets. Interest and dividends are
reported after all operating costs have been deducted.
Standard & Poor's calls TIAA' s costs "exceptionally
low."4
Of course, expenses are only one factor to consider
when you make an investment decision. Whae we're
committed to keeping our expenses down, we ~pare
nothing in trying to provide top-quality investment
choices, financial expertise, and personal service.
Because that can make a difference in the long run,
too.

TIAA-CREF seeks performance, not profit.
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would like to
spend more on retirement, not on their retirement
company. If you'd like to see how our approach can
help keep more of your money working for you, call
us at 1 800 842-2776 (8 a.m. to 11 p.m. ET,
weekdays). We'd consider it a compliment.
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. SM
1. Stan'ilarJ d Poor'.I !11Jurana Rating Analy,,;.,, 1995; Lipper Analytical Senrices, Inc., Lipper-Dirrctor'.IAnalyticalDa!a, 1995 (Quarterly). 2. Source: Morningst.ar, VariabuAnnuitiu/I.ife 41
12195. 3. Of the 2,358 variable annuity funds tracked by Morningstar, the average fund has annual expenses of 0.78% plus an insurance expense of 1.24%. Source: Morningst.ar, Inc.,
for periods ending July 31, 1995. 4. SfanJard d Poor'.! !11Jurruu:e Rating AnalyJiJ, 1995.
TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. CREF is a variable annuity and its returns are not guaranteed. The value ofyour investment
can go up or down, no matter what expense levels are. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information,
including charges and expenses, call l 800 842-2773, extension 5509, for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. Date of first use: 7/95.
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reviews of current flicks on video

**Jury Duty

Mia Kirshner in Exotica

*

112 Stuart Saves His Family
(PG-13, Paramount, Oct. 24)
Al Franken as Stuart Smalley does a
fine job of representing his skit-jumping character in SNL, but his screenplay is downright
sickening. A run-around of reworked scenes
from the falling late-night series, Stuart Saves
His Family goes aimlessly back and forth
from Stuart's TV show to his family's house
and back and forth.
Like the original SNL skits, Franken's
portrayal stopped being funny after three or
four episodes, so you can imagine 90minutes
of Liberace jabbering about 12-step programs.
But, for Franken's sake, at least it was
a bit more successful than It's Pat.

(PG-13, Columbiaffri-Star, Oct. 24)
Eleven of the jurors in a murder trial
don't want to be there. One does. The weasel
has struck again in Jury Duty. After being
abandoned without a home or job, Pauly
Shore braces onto a lengthy murder trial in
order to stay fed and housed. Like most of
Shore's movies (i.e. In the Army Now), he is
funny and everything else is dreadful.
Jury Duty is funny for about 20 minutes, but like most vehicles, it just quickly
fades out. Themajorproblem isn'tPauly, but
another juror, Tia Carrea._She needs to get a
job, because she can't act. I don't care if she
looks good. She's absolutely a terrible, linedelivering actress.
Pauly, whose opening International
House of Beefcakes scene is pretty funny, is
second best only to his Jeopardy-addicted
dog, Puppet. Iqtelligent and cute, the puppy
accented the typiCal script and was the only
thing that made it interesting enough to finish
watching.

(.

** 1/2 The Santa Clause

(PG, Walt Disney, Oct. 25)
Natural comedians sometimes can spark
laughter no matter what, hence Tim Allen in
The Santa Clause. After Santa slips off of
Scott Calvin's roof and dies, Calvin takes
over the reigns as the new Santa. Calvin
(Allen) begins as a neglectful father and gradually becomes a likable, supportive one_,via his
transformation to St. Nick.
Along with Allen's hilarious twitches
and wit, the make-up gives richer detail to his
portrayal. The funniest stuff is when Calvin is
gaining weight. From his trip to the doctor's
office to his workout on the treadmill, Allen is
comfortable and his lines are catchy.
Let Allen loose and he'll produce.
Laughter is active - for a while, but
The Santa Clause tries to encompass too
much of the holiday jeer, with too much a
message and some tragic .~cial effects. Allen
as Santa is insane and nothing is more hilarious than seeing TV's No. l handyman in a red
suit.

Tim Allen in The Santa Clause

***While You Were Sleeping
(PG, Hollywood, Oct. 17)
Therehasn'tbeenamoreenchantingmovie
in quite a while. Watching Sandra Bullock and
Bill Pullman fall in love was very sweet and
memorable. 1liese two were magical.
While Your Were Sleeping has a fun script
and it works because ofBullock's appeal. With
her wondrous perSonality and overwhelmingly
sexy nature, Bullqek has a gift that nobody in
Hollywood has tdday.
Due out Oct. 17-24:
1he Cu;e, Exotica, Farinelli, Panther, Picture Bride, A Pyromaniacs Love Story
Reviews by DK

Student Legal _Services
.T he Best Plan For
Your Health Is The One
You Really W"~!"'~ ·

Problems With:
•Landlords
•Insurance
·• Contracts
•Traffic Tickets

Need:
•A Will
• A Name Change
.
•. Uncont~sted Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.

,'/

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 227
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

If you want to choose a doctor that you already lmow.
If you want a health care plan thafs lmown for .qu31ity.
If you want the dependability that comes from a name you lmow and trust.
If you want the convenience of doctors and hospitals that are nearby.
If you want the card thafs always recognized and accepted.
If you want it all in a health care plan thafs srnprisingly affordable.
Then you really want today's Health Options and Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida:

If your employer gives you the option, ask for what you really want.
Or call us today at 1-800-766-3737. And put the Blues® behind you.

It's Good To Have The Blues®Behind You. · ·
BlueCross
Blue Shield

•

®

of Florida

•
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HFAilH OPTIOI'&·

•Health Options. a subsidiary of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. has full accreditation from The National Committee for Quality Assurance, an independent, non-profit
org-.mi7.ation located in Washington, D.C. that accredits managed care organizations. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. Inc. and Health Options, Inc. are Independent
Licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. ®Registered marks of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. ®' Registered mark of Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida. Inc.

'
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State employees call about
Health Options 1-800-830-8668.
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It looks as if the Golden Knighls' hopes of going to the Division IAA playoffs this season are over, as they prep for NE Louisiana
ALOHA PLAYOFFS, from page 16

opportunities in the first half.
Down 7-0 UCF had Hawaii
at fourth-and-goal , but the Rainbow Warriors elusive quarterback,
Glenn Freitas - who ;eads the
nation in scoring, managed to
punch it in the end zone. UCF said
aloha to an opportunity to get back
in the game, and hello to an early14-point deficit.
"Other I-A teams they've
played made their quarterback
look average, we didn't make him
look that way," McDowell said.
With 13 minutes left in the
first half and 11 first downs later
UCF finally pried the ball from
the Hawaii offense. For ·the first
time in the game Daun te
Culpepper got his hands on the
ball. Culpepper completed his first ·
five passes. Looking like the
Daunte of old, he scampered on
third-and-eight into the end zone
to cut the Rainbows lead in half,
14-7.
"Maybel'mjustbullheaded,
but I refuse to believe Hawaii is
four or five t9uchdowns better than
us," said UCF coach Gene
McDowell after the game.
Hold on, coach, don't ruin
the ending for the fans who
couldn't stay up that late.
Fo11owing a Culpepper interception UCF had another first
half opportunity to cash in and cut
the lead. After two huge hits for
losses by UCF defensive back
Deon Porter, it appeared the
Golden Knights had finally stuffed
the option. BUT, an unnecessary
roughness penalty on defensive
tackle Robert Braucht gave Hawaii a first down. They would
eventually score on that drive and
go ahead 28-7 at the half.
Culpepper, 26-of-40for247
yards, went from surprised to frustrated. The same receivers that
couldn't miss early on were playing the drop game in the second
half. Senior Eddie Keyes dropped
touchdown pass was part of the
Knights second half self-destruc-

ti on.
The one sure thing UCF has
is tailback Marquette Smith, for
whom 100 yard games come easy.
However, even Smith was
grounded and finished with eight
yards on just five carries.
There were, however, some
bright spots in the game for the
Golden Knights. The first was
Culpepper's return to form. Also
impressive was Mike Grant's first
rushing touchdown of his career.
Also a first was defensive end
Jermaine Benoit' s first sack of the
year. Freshman wide receiver
Mark Nonsant became the go-to-

•Look to The Gridiron Report Thursday for
the team's reaction to the loss.

guy, hauling in nine receptions for
100 yards.
Now, UCF will have to regroup and prepare for yet another
Division I-A team on the road this time to lovely Monroe, Louisiana to face Northeast Louisiana (26). The Golden Knights will have to
run the table the rest of the season
just to get to 7-4, and forget about
the playoffs!

Come join Us at the Newly Remodeled ...

.1rltilE lflllr~IE~~
1()() ~ ~ 1E1c1r111() ~
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
FREE ENROLLMENT
$1995 WITH THIS COUPON
Now Featuring our new full lines of
Eagle Cybex, Trackmaster Treadmills,
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 112 court
basketball, aerobics, sauna, and more.

"We're on the verge of having a bad season ," McDowell commented. "Our backs are against the
wall, and we really need to win this
next game."

BordQr Cantina Mexican Restaurant
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL

{ONE 9LOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

Best ~!exic.an Food in Central Florida
----DAILY SPECIALS----

I

I

I
I
I
I

<sl.00 ICEHOUSE DRAA & $~.00 MARGARIT~ :
.

(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

359-1333

.....

Fitness
Connection

I

--

6615 E. _Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32807

I
I
I
I

658-8000

:

1--~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~--1

East Colonial Dr./State Rd. 50

I Mon.-Thurs. Sam-llpm
I Saturday 9am-8pm

I·

Friday Sam-lOpm I
Sunday 12pm-Spm I

L--------------------~
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UNIVERSAL STUDIOS®
OCTOBER 13-14, 19-21, 25-31 • 7:00PM-MIDNIGHT

FUll ADMISSION, 131DAYOff'IEHT, 132 WllH Fl RESIDENT l.D. HO COSTUMES AUOWED. THIS E'IEHT MAY Bf TOO INTENSE FOR YOUNG CHIUJREN. FOi MOll INfOIMATION, CAl.l ( .07) 35-HOliOI (354-6776).

Sales ta and prins fet not ~olid Florida LO. ~for Residmt disauis. Mwl pass<:s and CCfl1l !idem not valid for 1his cwnt. Rostrictions apply. k*s From The Uypt 3; Uypt Keepa" C 1993, 1995 Toles From The Uypt Holdings, Al~ ResttYtd. 0 1995 USf; Ail RIGHTS llES8l'VED
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·Trip to Hawaii turns into a
45-14 knighbnare for UCF
4) 14. UCF dropped to below .500
for the first time since three straight
losses gave the Golden Knights a
Extremely late Saturday 4-5 mark in 1991.
night (from I a.m.-4 a.m.) the
Even Magnum P.I. could
Golden Knights discovered that .. have pieced together the clues and
Hawaii was a fun place to .vaca- figured out why UCF was blown
tion at, but playing football there right out of the Pacific. Missed
is another story.
see ALOHA PLAYOFFS, page 15
Hawaii (3--3) 45--UCF (3by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Exit stage left - If baseball was run like college football
standings (by a point system and
votes) to get a team to the World
Series, then the Seattle Mariners
would unanimously be voted in
with honors. Last Tuesday, the
Mariners, behind the big _unit, .
were shut down and o\1t of the
game, as well as the playoffs.
What you didn't see, because of
TV air-time, was the players dispiay ofrespect to the 58,000fans
who "refused to leave." Instead,
Vince Coleman threw baseballs,
batting gloves and bas~ball caps,
before also submitting his own
uniform, iP.to the crowd for fan
memorabilia. Even manager Lou
Pinella was brought to tears.after
observing his players' gratitude.
The whole fans "to.players relationship in Seattle seems to be a
match made in heaven. And respectfully so. How else would
that wonderful state of Washington, that hides itself way _up in .
the Northwest region, be noticed?
Granted ,
their
beloved
Supersonics have supplied some
attention , but they're a bunch of
flirts. Let's win the respect of the
league with the best record and
then go ou~"and lose in the first
round of the playoffs - twice.
The dedicated bettors in Vegas
must have a vendetta out by now.
Somebody once told me that they
-also have a football team. Hats
off to the Mariners!
Sports Extra - The 49ers
have two losses already, the Dolphins have dropped two in a row,
but it's the Tampa Bay Bucs who
are creating a stir in the NFL
after week eight. The Bucs have
a better winning percentage than
do the 49ers and the Dolphins
(before Sunday's games). In fact ,
they are tied for the third best
record in the league. Who are
these masked men?
Here's some possible car
tags for some sport$ figures worth
being noted of. Source is from
the Orlando Sentinel in case you
missed it:
•DEION SANDERS·
CORNERBUCKS
•DENNIS RODMAN·
SKRULUUZ
•STEVE SPURRIERG RS COACH
•BOBBY BOWDENPOR IT ON
•SAMMY SMITH-CRAK BAK
•TAMPA BAY BUCSM. T. SEATS
•NICK ANDERSON4 BRKS (my favorite)
•DAVEY JOHNSONMGR 4 HIRE
•A.C. COWLINGSSLO BRNKO

-
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The Golden Knights will look to offensive leaders Daunte
Culpepper(above) and Marquette Smith(right) to lead them
back to an above .500 season.

Consiste_ncy a must for cross-country·teams
D Golden Knights
must perform up to
its ca pa bi Iities if they
want a chance to
place at upcoming
conference meets
by MIKE HORNBERG
Staff writer

For the past two weeks of the
cross-country season, UCF's performance has been a reflection of the
university' s football season. Do really weJJ in one meet and then do
poorly in the ensuing one. The men's
and women's teams placed fifth and
third, respectively, at the Barnett Bank
Invitational, then proceeded to finish
a sub-par third and fifth at the Florida
Intercollegiate Championships.
Senior Rene Pla·sencia led the
way for the Knights at the Barnett
Bank Invitational. He finished 12th
with a personal-best time of 25:41.
Lou Snelling kept his hold on the
number two position witha2 Ist place
finish , followed by Danny
Incantalupo in 35th.
Rounding out the top seven
were Brian Wenhold, Jeff Budd, Jason Sul Ii van and Toby Berndt. Coach
Marcia Mansur-Wentworth was
pl'eased with Wenhold ' s performance.
"He has made terrific
progress," Mansur-Wentworth said.
·'And he is also one of the moretalented guys on the team. He ran
solid (placing 45th), but he is capable

of more. "
The women's team was very
competitive, as four runners finished in the top 25. Heather Schultz
finished 14th, followed closely by
Ktanah Bresnick and Tiffany Hill,
whofinished 16thand 17th.Jeanne
Lesniak, Mic.9)1 Adriani, Valerie
·Valenzuela, Cheria Beli and Meg
~napp rounded out the top eight
for the Knights . .
Unfortunately, the team did
not run nearly as well at the Florida
Intercollegiate Championships.
The men's team finished third out
of 21 teams, with Plasencia being
disqualified for cutting the course.
Snelling,Budd,Sullivan, Wenhold
and Nick Paisely all finished in the
top 34 of a race that featured I 12
runners.
The women's team finished
fifth out of 21 teams. Hill placed
20th with a time of 19:06, followed
by Schultz in 22nd. Bresnick, ·
Adriani andBeJJ finished in the top
42.
Coach Wentworth admitted
that there is a Jot of work to be done
before the conference meet.
"If we run what we are capable of doing, we can still win the
conference," Mansur-Wentworth
said. "However, there is no room
for error. The team to beat is FIU.
They have won the men's title four
years in a row and the women's
title five years in a row."
The motivation is there
for the Knights. The next two
weeks will tell the story for
the season.

Business as usual

~·I
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Magic center Shaquille O'Neal has led Orlando in
scoring in their first five exhibition games, shooting
65 percent from the field thus far.
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